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ABSTRACT 

With the prevalence of social networking and digital photography in recent years, number of images has been 

posted to various photos sharing web site. One of the important research topic is image annotation due to its 

application is image matching and retrieval. Multi-label learning is useful in visual object recognition when several 

objects are present in an image. The important thing of this approach is required large number of training images 

with clean and complete annotation to learn a reliable Model of tag prediction. system under the exp eriment solve 

the problem of image annotation using image tag ranking method and also address problem of noisy and incomplete 

tags by using that is crowdsourcing. We perform extensive experiments on image tagging data sets. In all empirical 

results, our tag ranking method shows better tagging results than the state-of-the-art approaches. 

Keyword - Tag based image retrieval (TBIR), Automatic image annotation ,Tag ranking . 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, increasing number of digital photos that are available in social media sharing websites 

ex.facebook, Flickr. Recent day’s people are more interested in searching the relevant images through search 

engines. The search engines uses image processing techniques for finding the images from the photo s haring 

websites. Image processing is technique of signal processing for input is an image, such as a photograph, the output 

may be either an image or a set of representative or feature related to the image. The purpose of image searching is 

image retrieval, and matching [1]. An image retrieval system is a computer system for browsing, searching and 

retrieving images from a huge amount of database. Image retrieval system utilizes some method of adding metadata 

such as captioning, keywords, tagging or descriptions to the images so that retrieval can be performed over the 

annotation words. 

In many areas such as academia, commerce, government, medicine, and Internet, a huge amount of 

information is available but how to retrieve accurate information from large amount of database. We cannot access 

this information unless it is organized and to allow efficient browsing, searching, and retrieval. One of the main 

problems is the difficulty of retrieving image in a large and varied collection of database. We address th is problem 

by The term Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) as appear and to produce automatic retrieval of the images from 

a database based on that features i.e color, texture and shape. CBIR takes an input  image as a query, and finding  the 

matched images based on the visual similarity between the query image and gallery images. Performance of CBIR 

systems is limited due to the semantic gap between the low-level visual features used to represent images and the 

high level semantic tags behind images [2]. To overcome the limitations of CBIR, TBIR represents the visual 

content of images by manually assigned keywords/tags.  

  CBIR it is also known as query by image content (QBIC) and content -based visual information retrieval 

(CBVIR).It allows a user to present his/her information required  for a textual query, and find out the relevant 

images based on the match between the textual query and the manually assigning tags of  images. TBIR is usually 

more accurate for identifying relevant images than CBIR.The performance of TBIR technique is based on  the 
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availability of tags[1].In many cases, the tags are provided by the users who upload their images  to the social media 

sharing sites (e.g., Flickr), and these tags are  inconsistent and unreliable to describing th e visual content of images. 

Existing system shows that many tags provided by Flickr users are imprecise, inconsistent, meaningless and 

unreliable there are only 50% tags actually related to the image[3]. Furthermore, relevant tags cannot be differ from 

current tag list, where the order is just according to the input relevance sequence. manually assigning tags tend to be 

noisy and incomplete, to a limited performance of TBIR. This was observed in where, on average, less than 10% of 

query words used in image tags,i.e many useful tags were missing in the database[4]. In this work, we address this 

challenge by filling in the missing tags and correcting the noisy ones by using crowdsourcing approach and also 

solve the problem of image annotation by using Tag Ranking method. For a user given input as query keyword, a 

pool of images retrieve from search  engine which are relevant to the given query keyword The retrieval has been 

done with respect to a stored word-image index file. Generally the size of the retrieved image pool is fixed, for 

instance containing number of images. 

The crowdsourcing is focused on human computation and solve human intelligence tasks [5]. While the 

primary design of “crowdsourcing” is to distribution the tasks of wide range of people, the “human computation” to 

indicate that the human power for solving problem with a computational nature .While manual approaches is to 

depend on an expert people  of the individual, the crowd-based approaches the important principle: if many, even 

unknown people indusialy  express the same things, it is probably a true e.g., the same photo gets decorated with 

same or different tag from multiple users. This allows crowdsourcing to relatively produce precise outputs even if 

the input is noisy and incomplete keyword. The quantity of non-expert contributors i.e unknown user is larger even 

when they are used redundant keywords. Crowdsourcing is a distributed model for problem-solving to multiple 

independent, relatively inexpensive users and aggregating their solutions[6]. A typical crowdsourcing workload is 

partitioned into different users i.e unknown people   express the same things,  i.e , the same photo gets different tag 

from multiple users.In crowdsourcing multiple users assign tag or keyword to given image or s ame image but 

ranking is different in that time multiple independent, relatively inexpensive users and aggregating their solutions. 

Multiple tag are missing and noisy we solve this problem by using crowdsourcing method. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work.  In Section III concludes this work. 

    

2 RELATED WORK  
 

2.1   Content Based Image Retrieval(CBIR) 

CBIR  It is also known as query by image content (QBIC) and content -based visual information retrieval (CBVIR) 

[2].Content-based image retrieval is totally picture retrieval is precisely contrary to concept based 

techniques[3]."content-primarily based" approach that the looking contents and analysis of the photograph as 

opposed to the metadata such as key phrases, tags, related to the photo. The term CBIR seems to have originated 

with the work for the automatic retrieval of the images from a database based on the color and the shape. After that, 

the CBIR term has widely been used to describe the desired images retrieving process from a large collection of 

database based on image visual contents, normally called as features ,color, shape, texture…etc.  CBIR is desirable 

because most web-based image search engines rely purely on metadata and this produces a lot of garbage in the 

results. Also having humans manually enter keywords for images in a large database can be inefficient, expensive 

and may not capture every keyword that describes the image. Thus a system that can filter images based on their 

content would provide better indexing and return more accurate results.[3] 

2.2 Tag Based Image Retrieval (TBIR) 

 Tag Based Image Retrieval (TBIR) is application of computer technology to the image retrieval problem, that is, the 

problem of searching digital images in large databases. The name Tag Based means, it looking for the tag that the 

user entered as a search query in the browser of any system in the world. TBIR is means to manually entered tags or 

keyword by user to the image in the database [2]. It looks the similar tag  that has been attached with the image and 

retrieves the image to the user. It didn’t check the content of the image; it only checks the tag in the image. TBIR is 

the most efficient technique in image retrieval but it is dependent the tags. The tags are ad ded manually by the users 

during the time of uploading. The tags are the text or annotation present in the image. 

2.3 Automatic Image Annotation  
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Automatic image annotation (AIA) is the process of computer system automatically assigns keywords or tags to  

digital image[3].Automatic image annotation is aim of to find out  subset of keywords/tags that describes the visual 

content of an image. It plays very important role in bridging the semantic gap between low-level features and high-

level semantic tag of images[1].Most automatic image annotation techniques can be classified into three types (i) 

generative models is model of joint distribution between tags and visual features, (ii) discriminative models that 

shows image annotation as a classification problem, and (iii) search based approaches. The process of AIA is as 

follows. The training image dataset has been previously loaded to the system in order to process the given input 

image. This technique uses the local and global features for estimating the presen ce of the training dataset in the 

given image [3].It splits the given image into various combinations based on scaling by Red, Blue, Green and 

various color histograms. These images are compared with the dataset, the unwanted features present in that image s 

are left and if there is only similar feature are present and added tags that feature and retrieved back with tags 

annotated automatically. Generative model uses Gaussian mixture model and it will show dependence between 

keywords and visual features. In another system, kernel density estimation model is distribute the visual features and 

to estimate the conditional probability of keyword assigning given visual features. A topic model is specific mixture 

of topics, which each topic is a joint distribution between image features and keywords[1]. 

2.4 Tag Ranking 

The intention of Tag ranking to study a ranking characteristic and puts relevant tags in the front of irrelevant as soon 

as.in this approach, it will learns a scoring characteristic that assigns larger values to the applicable tags in place of 

irrelevant ones [1].classification framework expand for tag ranking method that computes tag score for a test photo 

based totally at the neighbor vote. A voting approach locating by nearest pals of the given imag e, and collect the 

votes from the friends. The tag relevance is decided primarily based on the variety of such votes from the closest 

friends [3].each photo is represented through a couple of units of visual features. Liu et al. utilizes the Kernel 

Density Estimation (KDE) version to calculate relevance scores for specific tags, and plays a random walk to 

enhance the performance of tag rating by using growing the correlation among tags[1].in addition, Tang et al. 

growing two-stage graph-based relevance propagation approach. In a two-view tag weighting approach is correctly 

make the most each the correlation amongst tags and the dependence between feature capabilities and tags. T.Lan et 

al. Max-margin riffled independence model is advanced for tag ranking. As  mentioned in literature section, 

maximum of the prevailing algorithms for tag ranking generally tend to perform poorly while the tag space is large 

and the number of traning images is limited[1]. 

3. CONCLUSIONS  
System performs extensive experiments on tag ranking   and solve the problem of image annotation using image tag 

ranking method and we be addressing the problem of noisy and incomplete tags by using that is crowdsourcing 

approach. This approach requires massive wide variety of schooling image with smooth and whole annotation. 

Tagging of images  is achieved on the idea of ranking and ranking is finished on the idea of order. 
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